
We are transformed! 

 Already began a 2018 New Year and we are hurry to reveal our readers, that 

began the process of modernization and transformation the magazine, because our 

edition attained enough high confession (for the level of indexation) in most 

scientifically and metrical bases, where it is presented. First, already we are handed all 

necessary applications to passing the certain levels of requirements with purpose to 

coming in the scientifically and metrical base of "Web of Science". And for this idea, 

secondly, we are extending composition of editorial college. On today's time already 

confirmed the consent to take part in process magazine is very famous scientists, leaders 

of educational and academic establishments, scientific programs from Indonesia, 

Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and we are 

communicated with the scientists from other countries. From reason, that now to 

scientific examination of the given articles to the magazine it will be attracted the more 

wide pricks scientists and representatives of different international scientific schools, 

therefore is thirdly, there are main priorities will be given for the publication of the 

articles, what are prepared by English. 

 It was considered that such transformation steps will be useful not only to the 

increase of rating and international confession of magazine, but also it is will useful for 

all our authors too. Therefore we are very thankful all our supporters, authors and 

opponents, who supported and sent our magazine in a those direction and to those 

heights, that we already attained and try yet to overmaster. It is a not simple step, 

because in our country is very hardly to found a similar magazine which has status of 

moved and founded near to the area of military operations (including founder of its 

magazine), and however nevertheless abandons, hopes, persuasions, ambitions 

constantly transformed and have a confidence, that together with our authors, readers 

and new editorial college we will be able to take a part the most prestige and 

acknowledged in our country scientifically and metrical bases! Together with all of you 

- we are large force and powerful scientific potential, which does not give us possibility 

to calm down on attained. And to forces us to move forward, to changing and 

transforming on this way the all on the best and harmonized to the tendencies, what are 

acknowledged in a world scientific association. So, we wish all us to have a creative 

animation and new achievements. 
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